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Wakes visualized at Horns Rev 1 in 2008 
Credit: Vattenfall. Photographer is Christian Steiness.  
Unstable conditions. Low wind speed 
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Location: Horns Rev 2 
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The situation 
25 January 2016 12:45 UTC 
https://www.belair.dk 
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The atmospheric conditions 
http://mrcc.isws.illinois.edu 
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The wind conditions  
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Questions 
 
 
1. Do the fog trails correspond to the wakes? 
 
2. Why did fog end? 
 
3. Do the visual wakes match the wind speed pattern? 
 
4. Does our wake model match the production pattern? 
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Visualization of wake development. Blue particles were initially 
released from Z = [0–0.46]R and green from Z = [0.46–0.96]R.  
Particles located at sections at X = 3–5R, 7–9R, and 11–13R 
behind the turbine. Seen from behind. 
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Fog trail = wakes? 
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Fog trail = wakes? 
LES with particle tracking 
 
Particles carry 
temperature 
 
Average temperature sets 
fog/clear air 
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Why did the fog clear? 
WRF simulations 
with and without 
wind farm shows 
dryer air at hub 
height behind 
wind farms 
Difference in 
liquid water 
content due to 
wind farms 
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Wind speed pattern 
Local wind direction 
? No SCADA data 
Stopped turbine 
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Wind speed pattern 
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Performance of wake model 
? No SCADA data 
Stopped turbine 
Information 12 February 2008 25 January 2016 
Wind farm name Horns Rev 1 Horns Rev 2 
Number of turbines 80 91 
Rated production (kW) 2000 2300 
Actual production (kW) ~80 ~2300 
Wind turbine status Few turbines at cut-in Most turbines at rated 
Wind speed (m/s) ~4 ~13 
Wind direction (degrees) ~181 ~223 
Air temperature (°C) ~3.5 ~8.0 
Sea surface temperature (°C) ~5.0 ~5.2 
Turbulence intensity (%) ~17 ~3 
Atmospheric stability Unstable Stable 
Wake expansion Wide, looping Narrow, fanning 
Type of fog upstream  Warm water advection fog Cold water advection fog 
Near wake process  Condensation in high TKE Saturation dew-point at low height 
Far wake process None Dispersion due to mixing air aloft 
 
2008 
2016 
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